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Abstract

Generating accurate extremes from an observational data set is crucial when seeking to
estimate risks associated with the occurrence of future extremes which could be larger
than those already observed. Applications range from the occurrence of natural disasters
to financial crashes. Generative approaches from the machine learning community do not
apply to extreme samples without careful adaptation. Besides, asymptotic results from
extreme value theory (EVT) give a theoretical framework to model multivariate extreme
events, especially through the notion of multivariate regular variation. Bridging these two
fields, this paper details a variational autoencoder (VAE) approach for sampling multivari-
ate heavy-tailed distributions, i.e., distributions likely to have extremes of particularly large
intensities. We illustrate the relevance of our approach on a synthetic data set and on a
real data set of discharge measurements along the Danube river network. The latter shows
the potential of our approach for flood risks’ assessment. In addition to outperforming the
standard VAE for the tested data sets, we also provide a comparison with a competing
EVT-based generative approach. On the tested cases, our approach improves the learning
of the dependency structure between extremes.

Keywords: multivariate extreme value theory, variational auto-encoders, generative mod-
els, neural network, environmental risk

1 Introduction

Simulating samples from an unknown distribution is a task that various studies have suc-
cessfully tackled in the machine learning (ML) community during the past decade. This
has led to the emergence of generative algorithms, such as generative adversarial networks
(GAN) (Goodfellow et al., 2020), VAEs (Kingma and Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014),
or normalizing flows (Rezende and Mohamed, 2015) (NF). As ML tasks usually focus on
average behaviors rather than rare events, these methods were not tailored to generate ex-
tremes and extrapolate upon the largest value of the training data set. This is a major
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Figure 1: How to sample from observations (blue dots) in extreme regions (black square)
to estimate probability of rare events?

shortcoming when dealing with extremes. Risk assessment issues in worst-case scenarios
imply to accurately sample extremes for large quantiles, which are beyond the largest value
in observed data sets (Embrechts et al., 1999). We sketch in Figure 1 this problem for a
two-dimensional problem case-study. Here, through a VAE approach, we aim to consistently
generate samples in an extreme region (black square) from observations (blue dots) none
of which belong to the extreme region. In this context, the EVT characterizes the proba-
bilistic structure of extreme events and provides a theoretically-sound statistical framework
to analyze them. Heavy-tail analysis (Resnick, 2007), in its broadest sense, is a branch
of EVT that studies phenomena governed by multivariate power laws. Data modeled by
heavy-tailed distributions cover a wide range of application fields, e.g., hydrology (Ander-
son and Meerschaert, 1998; Rietsch et al., 2013), particle motion (Fortin and Clusel, 2015),
finance (Bradley and Taqqu, 2003), Internet traffic (Hernandez-Campos et al., 2004), and
risk management (Chavez-Demoulin and Roehrl, 2004; Das et al., 2013). Recently, this
area of research has gained some interest in the ML community. Some work has shown
the potential of bridging the gap between ML and EVT on different aspects, for exam-
ple dimensionality reduction (Drees and Sabourin, 2021), quantile function approximation
(Pasche and Engelke, 2022), outlier detection (Rudd et al., 2017), or classification in tail
regions (Jalalzai et al., 2018). Concerning the generation of extremes, ML methods could
also integrate EVT tools.

Related works: GANs and NFs have been applied to extreme sampling problems. As
demonstrated in Jaini et al. (2020); Huster et al. (2021), the output random variable of a
neural network associated with a light-tailed input random variable cannot be heavy-tailed.
This has motivated previous works to adapt and extend to extremes. Regarding GANs,
we can first distinguish GAN based on heavy-tailed priors, e.g. Feder et al. (2020) and
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Huster et al. (2021). Huster et al. (2021) proved that the mapping of a heavy-tailed ran-
dom input variable by a large class of neural networks has the same extreme behavior as
the input variable. In Boulaguiem et al. (2022), the proposed GAN exploit a copula-based
parameterization (Embrechts, 2009) using Pareto distributions (see, e.g., Tencaliec et al.,
2019) for the marginals, so that the GAN learns to sample multivariate distributions with
uniform marginals. Another category of GAN schemes for extremes arise from the the ob-
servation that a neural network with rectified linear units (ReLU) cannot directly map the
interval [0, 1] to the quantile function of a heavy-tailed law Allouche et al. (2022). This
study then proposed a GAN to learn a transformation of this quantile function. The re-
sults demonstrated by Allouche et al. (2022) support the theoretical relevance of this GAN
approximation for true quantile functions. A last category of GAN schemes proceeded em-
pirically by recursively training GANs from tail samples up to the targeted return level
Bhatia et al. (2021). Concerning NFs, Jaini et al. (2020) has also explored heavy-tailed la-
tent variables using independent Student-t distributions. Extending this work, Laszkiewicz
et al. (2022) proposed an approach which generate marginals with different tail behaviors.

Main contributions: To our knowledge, our study is the first attempt to bridge VAE
and EVT. Recent studies suggest that state-of-the-art likelihood-based models, including
VAEs, may, in some examples, capture the spread of the true distribution better than GANs
(see, e.g., Razavi et al., 2019; Nash et al., 2021). This makes VAE an interesting way of
explicitly exploiting the EVT framework to generate realistic and diverse extremes. Our
main contributions are as follows.

• First, we demonstrate that VAE with standard parameterization cannot generate
heavy-tailed distributions. Then, we propose a VAE framework to sample extremes
from heavy-tailed distributions.

• The use of the multivariate EVT allows us to introduce the notion of angular measure
which characterizes the asymptotic dependence between the extremes. Our approach
allows to sample directly this angular measure thanks to a polar decomposition of the
data. It allows us to better account for complex and non-singular distributions on the
sphere for extremes, compared to other state-of-the-art generative schemes.

• Numerical experiments on both synthetic and real data sets support the relevance of
our VAE scheme, including w.r.t. a EVT-based GAN approach (Huster et al., 2021).
Especially, we demonstrate the ability to generate relevant samples beyond the largest
values in the training data set.

Organization of the paper: This paper is organized as follows. We recall the basic
principles of VAE and EVT in Section 2. In Section 3, we present our main theoretical
results concerning, on the one hand, the tail distribution of the marginals generated by
a VAE and, on the other hand, the angular measure of generative methods. All detailed
proofs are delayed in Appendix G, listed in order of appearance in the paper. We detail the
proposed VAE framework for multivariate extremes in Section 4 and describe the associated
training setting in Section 5. Section 6 is dedicated to experiments. Section 7 is devoted to
concluding remarks.
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2 Background

In this section, we present background knowledge about VAE, and we give an introduction
to univariate and multivariate heavy-tailed distributions.

2.1 Sampling with VAE

To generate a sample from a random variable X, a VAE proposes a two-step sampling
strategy:

• A sample z is drawn from a latent vector (or prior) Z with pdf pα(z) (possibly)
parameterized by α;

• The desired sample is obtained by sampling from the conditional pdf p(x | z).

Since p(x | z) is in general not known, one uses a parametric approximation pθ(x | z),
referred to as the likelihood or probabilistic decoder, with θ a set of parameters to be
calibrated. The purpose is then to find the parameterization which enables to generate the
most realistic samples of X. To do so, VAE framework introduces a target distribution
(or probabilistic encoder) qϕ(z | x) parameterized by ϕ to approximate the true posterior
distribution. The training phase then comes to maximize the evidence lower bound (ELBO)
with respect to the set of parameters (α, ϕ, θ). Formally, given N independent samples
(x(i))Ni=1 of X, we have

− log(p(x(i)) ≥ L(x(i), α, θ, ϕ),

with L the ELBO cost given by

L(x(i), α, θ, ϕ) = −DKL

(
qϕ(z | x(i)) || pα(z)

)
+ Eqϕ(z|x(i))

[
log pθ(x

(i) | z)
]
. (1)

The ELBO cost on the whole data set is obtained by averaging Equation (1) over the N
samples of X. To infer the set of parameters (α, ϕ, θ) by neural network functions of the
data, Kingma and Welling (2013) and Rezende et al. (2014) derived a specific training
scheme for ELBO optimization. The authors allowed the cost function defined by Equation
(1) to be approximated by an unbiased Monte Carlo estimator differentiable with respect
to both θ and ϕ. This Monte Carlo estimator is given for a data point by

L̂(x(i), α, θ, ϕ) = −DKL

(
qϕ(z | x(i)) || pα(z)

)
+

1

L

L∑
l=1

log pθ(x
(i) | z(i,l)), (2)

where z(i,l) are samples from the approximate posterior qϕ(z | x(i)). To make this expression
differentiable, we have to exploit a reparameterization trick. It comes to find a function gϕ,
such that

qϕ(z | x) = gϕ(x, ϵ), (3)

with ϵ a chosen random variable, and gϕ differentiable with respect to ϕ. When explicit
reparameterization is not feasible, we may exploit implicit reparameterization gradients (see
Figurnov et al., 2018). Details about implicit reparameterization can be found in Appendix
F.
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Example 1 The most common parameterization of a VAE with z ∈ Rn and x ∈ Rm is

p(z) = N (z ; 0, In),

pθ(x | z) = N
(
x ; µθ(z), diag(σθ(z))

2
)
,

qϕ(z | x) = N
(
z ; µϕ(x), diag(σϕ(x))

2
)
,

where diag is the operator that produces a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the
elements of the input vector, and N (z ; µ,Σ) denotes the pdf in z of the multivariate normal
distribution of mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. In this framework, the reparametrization
trick is given by

gϕ(x, ϵ) = µϕ(x) + σϕ(x)⊙ ϵ,

where ϵ is sampled from the centered isotropic multivariate Gaussian N (0, I), and ⊙ is the
element-wise product. We refer to this parameterization as Standard VAE.

2.2 Univariate Extremes

When modelling univariate extremes, generalized Pareto (GP) (Pickands III, 1975) distri-
butions are of great interest. The GP survival function is defined for ξ ∈ R and σ > 0
by

H̄σ,ξ(x) =
(
1 + ξ

x

σ

)−1/ξ

+
, (4)

where a+ = 0 if a < 0. The scalar ξ is called the shape parameter. Note that Equation (4)
is extended to ξ = 0, with H̄σ,0 survival function of the exponential distribution of scale
parameter σ.
Given a random variable X with cdf F , GP distributions appear under mild condition as
the simple limit of threshold exceedance function given by Fu(x) = P (X − u ≤ x | X > u)
when u → ∞ (Balkema and De Haan, 1974). To be explicit, under mild conditions there
exists ξ ∈ R and a strictly positive function σ(·) such that

lim
u→xF

sup
0<x<xF−u

| Fu(x)−Hσ(u),ξ(x) |= 0,

with xF = sup{x s.t. F (x) < 1} the right endpoint of F , and H the cdf of the GP.
The shape parameter ξ of the GP approximation of Fu encompasses the information about
the tail of X. In the following, we consider that:

• ξ ≤ 0 corresponds to light-tailed distribution,

• ξ > 0 corresponds to heavy-tailed distribution.

Remark 1 A simple yet efficient way to sample from a GP distribution with parameters ξ
and σ is to multiply an inverse gamma distributed random variable with shape 1

ξ and rate
σ by a unit and independent exponential one. This multiplicative feature is essential for
understanding the pivotal role of inverse-Gamma random variables in our sampling scheme
in Section 4.1.
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Remark 2 Notice that, given a light-tailed distribution with survival function F̄ , all its
higher-order moments exist and are finite, and limu→∞ uaF̄ (u) = 0 for any a > 0. In par-
ticular, Gaussian distribution is light-tailed. At the contrary, not all higher-order moments
are finite for a heavy-tailed distribution.

In this work, we focus on heavy-tailed distributions, which can be seen as the distributions
for which extremes have the greater intensity. The shape parameter characterizes how heavy
is the tail of a distribution: the larger it is, the heavier the tail of the distribution.
A final important notion regarding extreme values is the so-called regular variation property.

Definition 3 A random variable X is said to be regularly varying with tail index α > 0, if

lim
t→+∞

P (X > tx | X > t) = x−α. (5)

Importantly, X regularly varying equates to X heavy-tailed with α = 1
ξ (see Bingham et al.,

1989, Theorem 8.13.2).

2.3 Multivariate Extremes

By extending notions developed in Section 2.2, a multivariate analogue of the GP distribu-
tion (Equation 4), referred to as multivariate GP, can be defined (see Rootzén and Tajvidi,
2006). Under mild conditions, exceedances distribution asymptotically follows multivariate
GP distribution. Additionally, the regular variation of Definition 3 can be extended to a
multivariate regular property (see, e.g. Resnick, 2007, for details). For a given random vec-
tor, the exceedances asymptotically have a multivariate GP distribution if the vector has
multivariate regular variation.
Let X be a random vector in (R+)

m
. To define multivariate regular variations, we decom-

pose X into a radial component R = X1 + · · · +Xm = ∥X∥ and an angular component of
the (m− 1)-dimensional simplex Θ = X

∥X∥ .

Definition 4 X has multivariate regular variation if the two following properties are ful-
filled:

• The radius R is regularly varying as defined in Equation (5);

• There exists a probability measure S defined on the (m− 1)-dimensional simplex such
that (R,Θ) verifies

P
(
Θ ∈ •

∣∣ R > r
) w−→ S(•), (6)

where
w−→ denotes weak convergence (see Appendix B.2). S is called angular measure.

Consequently, the radius is a univariate heavy-tailed random variable as described in Sec-
tion 2.2. Equation (6) indicates that, if the radius is above a sufficiently high threshold,
the respective distributions of the radius and the angle can be considered independent.
Estimating the angular measure then becomes crucial to address tail events of the kind of
{X ∈ C} for an ensemble C such that u = inf{∥x∥,x ∈ C} is large. This is especially true
to assess the probability of joint extremes.
More generally, the estimation of the angular measure S, although difficult due to the
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scarcity of examples (Clémençon et al., 2021), is of great interest for the analysis of extreme
values. It allows, among other things, to determine confidence intervals for the probabilities
of rare events (De Haan and De Ronde, 1998), bounds for probabilities of joint excesses
over high thresholds (Engelke and Ivanovs, 2017) or tail quantile regions (Einmahl et al.,
2013).

3 Tail properties of Distributions Sample by Generative Algorithms

This section is devoted to the theoretical foundations of the tail properties of distributions
sampled by generative approaches in the machine learning community. We first stress in
Section 3.1 that standard VAE cannot generate heavy-tailed marginals. Then we focus
on angular measures that can be obtained using generative algorithms in Section 3.2. In
particular, we prove that, when restricted to ReLU activation functions, generative algo-
rithms based on the deterministic transformation of a prior input (e.g. GANs or NFs)
have an angular measure concentrated on a restricted number of vectors. These theoretical
considerations are crucial to define our VAE approach presented in Section 4.

3.1 Marginal Tail of a Standard VAE

In this section, we establish that a standard VAE only produces light-tailed marginals. This
result extends to VAEs results similar to those established for GANs with normal prior (see
Huster et al., 2021), or with NFs with light-tailed base distribution (Jaini et al., 2020). We
first mention an important property of neural networks, based on the notion of Lipschitz
continuity (see Appendix B.1).

Proposition 5 (Arora et al., 2016; Huster et al., 2021): A neural network f : Rn → R
composed of operations such as ReLUs, leaky ReLUs, linear layers, maxpooling, maxout
activation, concatenation or addition is a piecewise linear operator with a finite number of
linear regions. Therefore, f is Lipschitz continuous with respect to Minkowski distances.

Given these elements, the following proposition describes the tail of an univariate output
of a stardard VAE.

Proposition 6 For the standard VAE of Example 1 with univariate output (m = 1), given
that the neural network functions µθ and σθ of the probabilistic decoder are piecewise linear
operators, then the output distribution sampled by the standard VAE is light-tailed.

Corollary 7 The marginal distributions generated by the standard VAE of Example 1 are
light-tailed, whenever the neural networks functions µθ and σθ neural networks are composed
of operations described in Proposition 5.

3.2 Angular Measure of ReLu Networks Transformation of Random Vectors

In this section, we focus on the angular measures associated with generative algorithms.
We demonstrate that distributions sampled by algorithms based on the transformation of a
random input vector by a neural network with linear layers and ReLU activation functions
have angular measures concentrated on finite set of points on the simplex. Although not
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specific to VAEs, these results suggest a particular focus on the representation of the angular
measure in the VAE framework.
Let us consider the following framework for generating multivariate heavy-tailed data in
the non-negative orthant:

X = f(Z), (7)

with Z a n-dimensional input random vector with i.i.d heavy-tailed marginals and f a ReLU
neural network which outputs in Rm.
Generating through heavy-tailed input vector is used by Feder et al. (2020) and Huster
et al. (2021) for GANs, and Jaini et al. (2020) for NFs. The marginals of the input vector
have Pareto distribution in Huster et al. (2021), and t-Student in the others. As shown in
Jaini et al. (2020), light-tailed marginals for the input vector lead to light-tailed marginals
for the output. In the one-dimensional case, X is heavy-tailed with same shape parameter
as Z, whereas it has Gaussian tails whenever the input variable is Gaussian (Huster et al.,
2021).
In the limit of extreme values, one can wonder what are the dependency structures between
the marginals of X that such a model can represent. This corresponds to the angular
measure defined in Equation (6). If we designate SX as the angular measure of X, we can
state the following Proposition.

Proposition 8 Under the framework described in Equation (7), SX is concentrated on a
finite set of points of the simplex less than n. In other words, it means that there exist some
vectors {v1,v2, · · · ,vn′} with n′ ≤ n such that for any subset A of the (m− 1)-dimensional
simplex

SX(A) =
n′∑
i=1

piδvi(A),

where δ is the Dirac measure and pi > 0 such that
∑n′

i=1 pi = 1.

Therefore, in the limit of infinite radius, X is almost surely located on a specific axis. While
extracting certain principal directions in extreme regions is a useful tool for the compre-
hensive analysis of a data set (Drees and Sabourin, 2021), it is severely lacking in flexibility
when it comes to represent more complex distributions and generate realistic extreme sam-
ples.
To circumvent this difficulty, we consider a polar decomposition, so we can generate the
angle and the radius separately. Namely, we write X = (R,Θ) as explained in Section 2.3.
This allows to make explicit the dependency structure of the data whatever the radius is,
especially for large radii. We can then obtain more varied angular measures than those con-
centrated on a finite number of vectors as illustrate in the numerical experiments reported
in Section 6.

4 Proposed VAE Architecture

We propose the following three-step VAE scheme to generate a sample x(i) of a multivariate
regularly varying random vector:

• Using a VAE, a radius r(i) is drawn from a univariate heavy-tailed distribution R (see
Section 4.2);
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• Conditionally on the drawn radius r(i), we sample Θ(i) an element of the (m − 1)-
dimensional simplex from the conditional distribution Θ | [R = r(i)] while forcing the
independence between radius R and angle Θ for larger value of the radius. We use a
conditional VAE for this purpose (see Section 4.3);

• We multiply compoment-wise the angle vector by the radius to obtain the desired
sample, i.e. x(i) = r(i)Θ(i).

The overall architecture is shown in Figure 4. As detailed in Section 3.2, the polar decompo-
sition offers a great flexibility in modeling the dependence between variables, including for
the angular measure, which is not the case for the transformation of heavy-tailed random
vectors by ReLU networks (Proposition 8). Additionally, one can generate elements of the
simplex with a given radius and study the dependence between variables at a given extreme
level. The rest of this section details the architecture of the proposed VAE scheme chosen
to sample the heavy-tailed radius and the conditional angle.

Figure 2: Global architecture of our approach with (a) the probabilistic encoders and (b)
the probabilistic decoders. Ideally, distributions of x and x′ are similar. Solid
arrows show a causal link between the different blocks. Dashed double arrows in
(a) indicate that the distributions in the pointed blocks are compared using a
Kullback-Leibler divergence criterion (Equation 2).

4.1 Idealized Multiplicative Framework for Sampling Heavy-tailed Radii

We model R through a latent variable Zrad. To deal with heavy-tailed distributions intro-
duced in Section 2.2, we consider the following two conditions.

Condition 9 Zrad follows the inverse-gamma distribution defined by the pdf

fInvΓ(zrad ; α, β) =
βα

Γ(α)
z−α−1
rad exp (−β/zrad), (8)

with α and β two strictly positive constants, and zrad > 0.
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Condition 10 R is linked to Zrad throughout a multiplicative model with a positive random
coefficient A, i.e.

R
d
= A× Zrad,

where
d
= corresponds to a equality in distribution and the random variable A is absolutely

continuous and independent of Zrad. We also assume that 0 < E [Aα+ϵ] < ∞ for some
positive ϵ.

We may recall that the inverse-gamma distribution is heavy-tailed with tail index α and
has a strictly positive support. Above, moment condition 0 < E [Aα+ϵ] <∞ means that A
has a significantly lighter tail than Zrad.
Under these two conditions, Breiman’s lemma (Breiman, 1965) guarantees that the param-
eterization considered in Condition 10 leads to a heavy-tailed distribution of the radius R.
Formally, the following proposition holds.

Proposition 11 If Conditions 9 and 10 hold, R is heavy-tailed with tail index α. In par-
ticular, if A follows an exponential distribution with scale parameter c then R follows a GP
distribution (see Equation 4 with ξ = 1

α and σ = βc
α )

4.2 Sampling from Heavy-tailed Radius Distributions

To tailor the VAE framework introduced in Section 2.1 to heavy-tailed random variables,
we satisfy Condition 9, i.e. we set the prior Zrad as an inverse gamma distribution with
parameters α and β. Notice that as if Zrad follows an inverse gamma distribution with
parameters α and β, then for each c > 0, cZrad is an inverse gamma with parameters α
and cβ. Consequently, and without loss of generality, we set parameter β of Zrad equal
to 1. Overall, we replace the light-tailed system described in Example 1 by the following
heavy-tailed system:

pα(zrad) = fInvΓ(zrad ; α, 1), (9)

pθ(r | zrad) = fΓ (r ; αθ(zrad), βθ(zrad)) , (10)

qϕ(zrad | r) = fInvΓ (zrad ; αϕ(r), βϕ(r)) , (11)

with fΓ (resp. fInvΓ) the pdf of a Gamma (resp. inverse Gamma) distribution. αθ, βθ,
αϕ, βϕ are ReLU neural networks functions with parameters θ and ϕ. We may stress that
the above parameterization ensures the non-negativeness of the samples both for the target
and the likelihood.
Following from the multiplicative framework described in Section 4.1, the following propo-
sition holds regarding the heavy-tailed distributions of this univariate VAE scheme.

Proposition 12 We consider the VAE parameterization described by Equations (9), (10)
and (11). If we further assume that the function αθ(.) is a strictly positive constant and the
function βθ(.) satisfies

lim
zrad→+∞

βθ(zrad) ∝
1

zrad
, (12)

lim
zrad→0

βθ(zrad) ∝
1

zrad
, , (13)

10
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then the univariate output distribution sampled by this VAE scheme is heavy-tailed with tail
index equal to α.

In our implementation, we impose on βθ(.) to satisfy Equations (12) and (13) by choosing

βθ(zrad) =
|fθ(zrad)|
z2rad

, (14)

where fθ is a neural network with linear layers and ReLU activations.
Concerning αθ(.), we leave it in practice more flexible than a constant function. We only
constrain a strictly positive finite limit at infinity. This corresponds to

αθ(zrad) =
|gθ(zrad)|
zrad

, (15)

where, again, gθ is a neural network with linear layers and ReLU activations.
We choose our parameterization based on an anlogy with the ideal multiplicative framework
described in Section 4.1. Indeed, considering Conditions 9 and 10 verified, then

R | [Zrad = zrad]
d
= Azrad, (16)

Zrad | [R = r]
d
=
r

A
. (17)

As A needs to have a tail lighter than Zrad to satisfy the moment condition E [Aα+ϵ] <∞
for some positive ϵ, we choose the approximate likelihood pθ(r | zrad) in a light-tailed dis-
tribution family (i.e. Gamma distribution). Considering Equation (17), we notice that
Zrad | [R = r] could be heavy-tailed if A have non-null probability on each open set con-
taining 0. Thus we choose a heavy-tailed distribution for the target (i.e. Inverse-Gamma
distribution). Additionally, as R and Zrad are positive random variables, our parametriza-
tion ensures that negative values for either target and likelihood cannot occur.

Besides, by introducing the Inverse-Gamma parameterizations for the prior pα and the
target qϕ in Equation (2), we can derive an analytical expression of the ELBO cost of the
proposed VAE.

Proposition 13 Given expression (9) and (11) for prior and target distributions, the KL
divergence in Equation (2) is given by

DKL (qϕ(zrad | r) || pα(zrad)) = (αϕ(r)− α)ψ(α)− log
Γ(αϕ(r))

Γ(α)

+α log βϕ(r) + αϕ
1− βϕ(r)

βϕ(r)
, (18)

where Γ and ψ stands respectively for the gamma and digamma functions.

Interestingly, this proposition provides the basis for learning tail index α from data, which
is a challenging issue in EVT (see, e.g. Danielsson et al., 2016).
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4.3 Sampling on the Multivariate Simplex

The second component of our VAE scheme involves a conditional VAE (see, e.g., Zhao et al.,
2017) to sample the angle conditionally on a previously sampled radius, namely conditional
distribution Θ | R. This angular VAE with latent variable Zang exploits a multivariate
normal prior. The target is also parameterized by multivariate normal distributions, with
mean and standard deviation function of the hidden variable and of the observation data.
The likelihood is parameterized by a projection of a normal distribution on the L1 sphere.
Formally, let us denote by Π this projection such that, for any vector s,

Π(s) =
s

∥s∥
,

where the considered norm is the L1-norm. Additionally, we define S(Θ) = {s, Π(s) = Θ}.
Overall, our conditional angular VAE relies on the following parameterization:

p(zang) = N (zang ;0, In),

pν(Θ | zang, r) =
∫
S(Θ)

N
(
s ; µν(zang, r), diag(σν(zang, r))

2
)
, (19)

qω(zang | Θ, r) = N
(
zang ; µω(Θ, r),diag(σω(Θ, r))

2
)
,

where n is the dimension of the latent space, µν , σν , µω and σω are neural network functions
with parameters ν and ω. The dependency on R for the target and the likelihood has been
made explicit to turn the framework conditional. Notice that we do not explicitly use Equa-
tion (19) when sampling from pν , but we rather sample fromN

(
µν(zang, r),diag(σν(zang, r))

2
)

and then projecting on the sphere through Π.
As our inital aim is to sample on the multivariate simplex rather than on the multivariate
sphere, we also use a Dirichlet parameterization of the likelihood. Details regarding this
parameterization can be found in Appendix C.
As we aim to sample from multivariate regularly varying random vectors (Definition 4), we
enforce the independence between the respective distributions of the radius and the sphere
when r → +∞ implies by Equation (6). We make sure that the functions µν and σν satisfy
the following necessary condition.

Condition 14 µν and σν are such that there exist two z-varying functions µ∞ and σ∞
which verify for each zang

lim
r→+∞

µν(zang, r) = µ∞(zang),

lim
r→+∞

σν(zang, r) = σ∞(zang).

In practice, we satisfy Condition 14 using

µν(zang, r) = fν

(
zang,

1

1 + r

)
, (20)

σν(zang, r) = gν

(
zang,

1

1 + r

)
, (21)

with fν and gν Lipschitz continuous neural networks.
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Remark 15 From Equations (20) and (21), we deduce

µ∞(zang) = fν(zang, 0),

σ∞(zang) = gν(zang, 0).

Thus, sampling from the angular measure is an easy task as it is enough to: (i) draw
sample zang from the prior N (0, In), (ii) sample from N

(
µ∞(zang), diag(σ∞(zang))

2
)
, and

(iii) project onto the L1 sphere through Π.

5 Implementation

This section introduces some implementation details of our approach. We first give more
specifics on the architecture of the trained VAEs in Section 5.1, as well as on the learn-
ing set-up in Section 5.2. We also introduce in Section 5.3 performance metrics used for
benchmarking purposes as well as in Section 5.4 the approaches with which we compare the
proposed VAE scheme.

5.1 Neural network parameterizations

In this section, we detail the chosen parameterization of the neural architectures for the
two VAEs described in Section 4, during the various numerical experiments. For the radius
generation VAE described in Section 4.2, we consider the following parameterization for
fully-connected neural networks:

• For the probabilisitc encoder, we set two 5-dimensional hidden layers with ReLU
activation. The output layer is a 2-dimensional dense layer with ReLU activation.
For convergence purposes, we initialize the weights of the dense layers to 0 and their
biases to a strictly positive value sampled from a uniform distribution between 1 and
2.

• For the probabilistic decoder, we detail the architecture of fθ and gθ of Equations (14)
and (15). We consider the same architecture as the probabilistic encoder. Regarding
the output, one corresponds to the output fθ and the other one to the output of gθ.
The output bias of fθ is initialized as a strictly positive value (random sample of an
uniform distribution between 1 and 2) and the output kernel of gθ is initialized as
positive value (random sample of an uniform distribution between 0.1 and 2).

For the angular VAE described in Section 4.3, we consider the following parameterization
of fully-connected neural architectures:

• For the encoder, the latent dimension is 4. We consider 3 hidden layers with ReLU
activation, respectively with 8, 8 and 4 output features. The output layer is a dense
linear layer. We exploit the standard initialization for the encoder.

• For the decoder, the input radius is first transformed according to Equations (20)
and (21). We use 3 hidden layers with ReLU activation, respectively with 5, 10
and 5 output features. The output layer is a dense layer. We exploit the standard
initialization for the decoder, except for the bias of the final layer, which is initially
sampled from a uniform distribution between 0.5 and 3.

13
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5.2 Learning Set-up

The considered training procedure follows from our hierarchical architecture with two VAEs
and involves two distinct training losses, denoted by LR for the training loss of the radius
VAE and LΘ|R for the angular VAE. For a data set (x(i))Ni=1 with polar decomposition(
r(i),Θ(i)

)
, we derive training loss LR from Equations (2) and (18) as

LR(α, θ, ϕ) =

N∑
i=1

(
(αϕ(r

(i))− α)ψ(α)− log
Γ(αϕ(r

(i)))

Γ(α)
+ α log βϕ(r

(i)) + αϕ
1− βϕ(r

(i))

βϕ(r(i))

)
+

1

L

L∑
l=1

log fΓ

(
r(i) ; αθ(z

(i,l)
rad ), βθ(z

(i,l)
rad )

))
,

Similarly, training loss LΘ|R writes as

LΘ|R(ν, ω) =
N∑
i=1

((1
2

n∑
j=1

(
1 + log((σjω(Θ

(i), r(i)))2)− (µjω(Θ
(i), r(i)))2 − (σjω(Θ

(i), r(i))2
)

+
1

L

L∑
l=1

logN
(
Θ(i) ; µν(z

(i,l)
ang , r

(i)),diag(σν(z
(i,l)
ang , r

(i)))2
))

,

where we have denoted σjω and µjω the respective j-th component of σω and µω. In the

implementation of these training losses, we sample each z
(i,l)
rad from the pdf qϕ(zrad | r(i)),

and each z
(i,l)
ang from the pdf qω(zang | Θ(i), r(i)). Overall, our training loss LExtV AE is the

sum
LExtV AE(α, θ, ϕ, ν, ω) = LR(α, θ, ϕ) + LΘ|R(ν, ω). (22)

In practice, we first train the radius VAE, i.e. parameters (α, θ, ϕ), and second the angular
VAE, i.e. parameters (ν, ω). Let us note that, depending on the experiments, the parameter
α of the radius prior can either be supposed known or unknown. When known, it suffices
to set α equal to the desired value in Equation (22). When unknown, α can be directly
optimized by gradient descent.
For estimating (α, θ, ϕ), the training is limited to 5000 epochs, and the learning rate set
to 10−4. The same maximum number of epochs is used to estimate (ν, ω) but the learning
rate is fixed to 10−5.
In both cases, we used Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) and a batch size of 32. From
a code perspective, we made extensive use of the Tensorflow and Tensorflow-Probability
libraries. The whole code is freely available.1

5.3 Performance Assessment

We present the various criteria used to evaluate the different approaches tested in our
numerical experiments. These criteria can be grouped into three categories, depending on
whether they relate to radius distributions, output distributions or angular measures.
For the radius distribution, log-quantile-quantile plots (for detailed examples, see Resnick,

1. The implementation is available at https://github.com/Nicolasecl16/ExtVAE.
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2007, Chapter 4), abbreviated as log-QQ plots, are graphical methods we use to informally
assess the goodness-of-fit of our model to data. This method consists in plotting the log of
the empirical quantiles of a sample generated by our approach vs. the log of the empirical
quantiles of the experimental data. If the fit is good, the plot should be roughly linear.
We use the approximated ELBO cost (Equation 2) on a given data set as a numerical
indicator to compare the radius distribution obtained with our VAE approach to a vanilla
VAE not tailored for extremes. Another criterion that we apply is an estimator of the KL
divergence, as well as one of its variants introduced by Naveau et al. (2014). This variant
gives an estimator of the KL divergence upon a given threshold (see Appendix E.1).
Concerning the whole generated samples, we investigate several other criteria. We computed
the Wasserstein distance between large samples generated by our model and true samples.
If we select a threshold u, we can compute the Wasserstein distance above this threshold by
restricting the samples to the points which have a radius greater than u. In this context,
we consider a rescaled version of the Wasserstein distance upon a threshold divided by the
square of this threshold (see Appendix E.2). To compute the Wasserstein distances, we
use pre-implemented functions from the Python Optimal Transport package (see Flamary
et al., 2021).2

We have seen that for a multivariate regularly varying random vector, the radius and the
angle can be considered independent in the limit of an infinite radius (see Equation 6). In
practice, one can consider the radius and the angle independent by choosing a sufficiently
large radius. Wan and Davis (2019) have established a criterion to detect whether the
respective distributions of the radius and the angle can be considered as independent, and
thus to choose the corresponding limiting radius. This allows us to compare the limiting radii
between the true data and the generated data. We rely on the testing framework introduced
in Wan and Davis (2019) to calculate a p-value that follows a uniform distribution if the
distributions of the radius and the angle are independent, and that is close to 0 otherwise
(see Appendix E.3).

5.4 Notations and Benchmarked Approaches

We refer to our generative approach as ExtVAE if we assume that the tail index α is
known, and as UExtVAE if the tail index is learned from data. If we restrict ourselves to
the radii generated by ExtVAE and UExtVAE via the procedure described in Section 4.2,
we denote respectively ExtVAEr and UExtVAEr. We compare our approach with standard
VAE of Example 1, i.e. with normal distribution for prior, target and likelihood, indicated
by the acronym StdVAE. We also compare our approach with ParetoGAN which is the
GAN scheme for generating extremes proposed by Huster et al. (2021). The ParetoGAN
is a Wasserstein GAN (see Arjovsky et al., 2017) with Pareto prior. Given the difficulty of
training a GAN, as well as the number of factors that can influence the results it produces,
we empirically tuned the ParetoGAN architecture to provide a sensible GAN baseline in our
experiments. Though our parameterization may not be optimal, our interest goes beyond a
simple quantitative intercomparison in exploring and understanding the differences between
the proposed VAE approach and GANs in their ability to represent and sample extremes.

2. The documentation is available at https://pythonot.github.io/quickstart.html
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Table 1: Mean approximated ELBO cost (see Equation 2) on radius R1 training, validation
and test data set. These are abbreviated in Train, Val and Test loss. ExtVAEr

denotes the radii sampled by our proposed approach based on extreme value the-
ory with the known tail index, while it is called UExtVAEr when the tail index
is unknown (see parametrization defined by Equations 9, 11 and 10). StdVAE
corresponds to the Gaussian based approach defined in Example 1

Approach Train loss Val loss Test loss

StdVAE 1.21 4.81 +∞
ExtVAEr 0.88 1.10 1.12

UExtVAEr 0.95 1.12 1.15

6 Experiments

We conduct experiments on synthetic and real multivariate data sets. The synthetic data set
involves a heavy-tailed radius distribution and the angular distribution on the multivariate
simplex is a Dirichlet distribution with radius-dependent parameters. The real data set
corresponds to a monitoring of Danube river network discharges.

6.1 Synthetic Data Set

We first consider a synthetic data set with a 5-dimensional heavy-tailed random variable
with a tail index α = 1.5. We detail the simulation setting in Appendix A.1. The training
data set consists of 250 samples, compared to 750 for the validation data set and 10000 for
the test data set.
In Table 1 and Figure 3, we study the ability of the benchmarked VAE schemes to sample
heavy-tailed radius distribution. The results in Table 1 indicate that the evaluated cost
remains roughly constant for our approaches when changing data sets, while it explodes for
StdVAE. This indicates that our approaches, unlike StdVAE, successfully extrapolate the
tail of the radius distribution. The log-QQ plots given in Figure 3 illustrate further that
ExtVAEr and UExtVAEr schemes relevantly reproduce the linear tail pattern of the radius
distribution while this is not the case for StdVAE. Figure 4 evaluates, for the compared
methods, the evolution of the KL divergence between the true distribution and the simu-
lated ones above a varying quantile u (Equation 27). Again, the StdVAE poorly matches the
target distribution with a clear increasing trend for quantiles u such that P (R1 > u) ≥ 0.3.
Conversely, the KL divergence is much smaller and much more stable for ExtVAEr and
UExtVAEr schemes, especially for large quantile values. Interestingly, for the different cri-
teria, the results obtained with UExtVAEr are very close or even indistinguishable from
those obtained with ExtVAEr. This suggests that the estimation of the tail index is accu-
rate. In order to better assess the robustness of this estimation, we report the evolution
of the tail index of UExtVAEr as a function of the training epochs for randomly chosen
initial values (Figure 5). Given the expected uncertainty in estimating the tail index (see
Appendix D), UExtVAEr estimates are globally consistent. We report meaningful estima-
tion patterns since the reported curves tend to get closer to the true value as the number of
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Figure 3: Log-QQ plot between the upper decile of 10000 radii samples from StdVAE (blue
dots), ExtVAEr (orange dots), UExtVAEr (green dots) and the upper decile of
the test data set of R1. The log values of the true radius, denoted logR1 is on
the x-axis, the log of the estimated radius, denoted log R̂1, is on the y-axis. The
dots should lie close to the blue line

Figure 4: KL divergence between the radius distribution of the benchmared VAE models
and the target heavy-tailed distribution: we display the KL divergence (see Equa-
tion 27) above quantile u for P (R1 > u) varying from 0 to 1 for StdVAE (blue
curve), ExtVAEr (orange curve) and UExtVAEr. Numerically speaking, we sam-
pled 10000 from each distribution and u is taken as the quantile of the sampled
reference data set.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the tail index α of UExtVAEr during the training procedure: we
report the value of the tail index as a function of the training epochs for training
runs from different initial values. The initial values of α are sampled uniformly
between 0.5 to 3. The true value of α is 1.5.

epochs increase, although it might show some bias when initial value is far from the true tail
index value. The mean value of the estimated tail index is 1.56 with a standard deviation
of 0.2.
We now focus on the five-dimensional heavy-tailed case-study. The best parameterization
for the likelihood of the conditional VAE is a Dirichlet parameterization (see Appendix C).
An important advantage of our approach is the ability to generate samples on the simplex
for a given radius as detailed in Section 4.3, and even to sample the angular measure. Figure
6 displays the angular measure projected onto the last two components of the simplex for
the true angular measure, our ExtVAE approach and the ParetoGAN. For the latter, we
approximate the angular measure by the empirical measure above a very high threshold.
The ExtVAE shows a good agreement with the true distribution, though not as sharp. By
contrast, the distribution sampled by the ParetoGAN tends to reduce to a single mode.
The spatial direction of ParetoGAN extremes could therefore be erroneously interpreted as
deterministic. This confirms the result of Proposition 8.
Beyond the angular measure, we assess the sampling performance of the benchmarked

schemes through an approximation of the Wasserstein distance (Equation 28) between
10000 generated items and the test set. The ExtVAE performs slightly better than the
ParetoGAN (5.37 vs. 6.80). This is highlighted for high quantiles in Figure 7 where we
plot the Wasserstein distance upon a radius threshold, dividing by the square of the thresh-
old (see Equation 29), for ExtVAE and ParetoGAN. We focus on radius thresholds above
2, which corresponds to the highest decile. The ExtVAE performs again better than the
ParetoGAN, especially for radius values between 2 and 4, corresponding roughly to quan-
tiles between 0.90 and 0.95. We may recall that the ParetoGAN relies on the minimization
of a Wasserstein metric, whereas the ExtVAE relies on a likelihood criterion. Therefore,
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Figure 6: Log probability of the angular measure obtained with a. ExtVAE, b. true dis-
tribution, c. ParetoGAN, projected on axes 4 and 5 (named θ4 and θ5). For
ParetoGAN, the estimation is based on 10000 samples at a high value of radius,
typically above 10, which corresponds to the upper percentile of R1 distribution.
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Figure 7: Wasserstein distance upon radius threshold r divided by the square of r calculated
between 10000 samples drawn from generative approaches and test set. In orange,
the generative method is the ParetoGAN and in blue it is our. The considered
thresholds are above 2, which is roughly the upper decile of the radii distribution.

we regard these results as an illustration of the better generalization performance of the
ExtVAE, especially for the extremes.
At last, we estimate the threshold at which the radius and angle distributions can be

considered as independent following the criterion proposed by Wan and Davis (2019). Al-
though, by construction, there is no radius value from which there is a true independence,
the estimator gives a radius above which one can approximately consider that some limit
measure is reached. We compare in Figure 8 the p-values for assessing independence be-
tween the radius distribution and the angle distribution (see Appendix E.3). The p-values
are represented as a function of the chosen threshold for each of the three considered data
sets: the test data set, the data set sampled through the ExtVAE and the data set sampled
through the ParetoGAN. The ExtVAE slightly underestimates the radius of the threshold
compared to the true data (1.3 vs. 1.6), while the ParetoGAN leads to a large overestimata-
tion (2.7 vs. 1.6). This illustrates further that the ExtVAE better captures the statistical
features of high quantiles than ParetoGAN does. We regard the polar decomposition con-
sidered in the ExtVAE as the key property of the ExtVAE to better render the asymptotic
distributions between the radius and the angle.

6.2 Danube River Discharge Case-study

Our second experiment addresses a real heavy-tailed multivariate data set. We consider the
daily time series of river flow measurements over 50 years at five stations of the Danube river
network (see Appendix A.2 for further details). River flow data are widely acknowledged to
depict heavy-tailed distributions (see Katz et al., 2002). In reference to the numbering of
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Figure 8: P-values for assessing independence between radius and angle distribution at
different radius thresholds, computed according to Appendix E.3 for the test
data set (green points), 10000 samples of the ExtVAE (orange points), and 10000
samples of the ParetoGAN (blue points). The vertical bars correspond to the
threshold below which the p-values are less than 0.45. Above this threshold, the
radius and the angle can be roughly considered as independent. We refer to Wan
and Davis (2019) for further details.
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the stations (see Figure 10), we note the random variables associated with the considered
stations X23, X24, X25, X26, X27. From the 50-year time series of daily measurements, we
take a measurement every 25 days in the considered stations to form the training set. The
remaining set constitutes the test set. There are 730 daily measurements in the training
set, and 17486 daily measurements in the test set. We have deliberately chosen a training
set size that is significantly smaller than the test set size. This allows us to stay within
a distribution tail extrapolation problem while retaining sufficient test data to assess the
relevance of our distribution tail estimate.
We focus on the question raised in introduction (see Figure 1): can we extrapolate and
generate consistent samples in extreme areas not observed during the training phase? We
focus on extreme areas of the form

⋂27
i=23Xi > ui with ui large predefined thresholds. This

corresponds to flows exceeding predefined thresholds at several stations. Namely we define

A
(p)
j =

j⋂
i=23

Xi > u
(p)
i , (23)

with p a given probability level and u
(q)
i the corresponding quantile of the flow i in test set.

The estimation of the probabilities of occurrence of such events is key to the assessment of
major flooding risks along the river.
Our experiments proceed as follows. We train generative schemes on the training set as
detailed in Section 4. For this case-study, the best parameterization for the likelihood of
the angular part of the UExtVAE is a projection of a multivariate normal distribution (see
Equation 19). As evaluation framework, we generate for each trained model a number of
samples of the size of the test data set, and we compare the proportion of samples that
satisfy a given extreme event to that in the test data set. We consider extreme events
corresponding to quantile values of 0.9 and 0.99. Table 2 synthesizes this analysis for the
StdVAE, UExtVAE and ParetoGAN. As illustrated, the training data set does not include
extreme events for the 0.99 quantiles. Interestingly, the UExtVAE samples such extreme
events with the same order of magnitude of occurrence as in the test data set. For instance,

the proportion of samples that satisfy A
(0.99)
26 and A

(0.99)
27 is consistent with that observed

in the test data set, respectively 0.2% and 0.18% against 0.4% and 0.25%. By contrast,
the StdVAE cannot generalize beyond the training data set. The StdVAE truely generates

events above 0.9 quantiles. However, it does not generate any element in A
(0.99)
26 and A

(0.99)
27 .

ParetoGAN generates samples that satisfy A
(0.99)
25 , A

(0.99)
26 and A

(0.99)
27 . Although satisfactory,

the sampled proportions are further from true proportions than for our approach. Moreover,

by repeating the experiment, it seems that for p ≥ 0.9, we always have A
(p)
25 = A

(p)
26 . This

is probably due to the fact that the extremes are generated on a specific axis, as stated in
Proposition 8. Note that the tail index of the radius of the discharge data set is not known
a priori. Asadi et al. (2015) reports an estimate of 3.5 ± 0.5 considering only the summer
months. In our case, the tail index of the trained UExtVAE is of 4.5. It is slightly higher
than the value found by Asadi et al. (2015), which means a less heavy-tail distribution.
Indeed, half of the annual maxima occurs in June, July or August, typically due to heavy
summer rain events. Thus, we expect the summer months to depict heavier tails than the
all-season data set, which is consistent with our experiments.
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Table 2: Evaluation of the generation of multivariate extremes for the Danube river data

set: we report the proportion (in %) of elements satisfying A
(p)
j (Equation 23)

in the training and test data sets as well as data sets sampled from the trained
StdVAE, UExtVAE and ParetoGAN with the same size as the test data set. We
report this analysis for both p = 0.9 and p = 0.99.

p = 0.9

Train Test UExtVAE StdVAE ParetoGAN

A
(p)
25 5.9 6.6 5.0 3.8 5.5

A
(p)
26 4.9 6.0 4.6 3.3 5.5

A
(p)
27 3.8 5.1 4.1 2.5 4.4

q = 0.99

Train Test UExtVAE StdVAE ParetoGAN

A
(p)
25 0.0 0.48 0.22 0.01 0.13

A
(p)
26 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.13

A
(p)
27 0.0 0.25 0.18 0.0 0.09

7 Conclusion

This study bridges VAE and EVT to address the generative modeling of multivariate ex-
tremes. Following the concept of multivariate regular variation, we propose a polar de-
composition and combine a generative model of heavy-tailed radii with a generative model
on the sphere conditionally to the radius. Doing so, we explicitly address the dependence
between the variables at each radius, and in particular the angular measure. Experiments
performed on synthetic and real data support the relevance of our approach compared with
vanilla VAE schemes and GANs tailored for extremes. In particular, we illustrate the ability
to consistently sample extreme regions that have been never observed during the training
stage.
Our contribution naturally advocates for future work, especially for extensions to multivari-
ate extremes in time and space-time processes (Basrak and Segers, 2009; Liu et al., 2012)
as well as to VAE for conditional generation problems (Zheng et al., 2019; Grooms, 2021).
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Appendix A. Data Sets

This appendix provides details on the two data sets used in the experiments. One data set
is synthetic (A.1) and the other is a true data set compiling flow measurements (A.2).

A.1 Synthesized Data Sets

We sample in a space of dimension 5. We consider a sampling setting for the radius distri-
bution denoted R1 such that

R1 ∼ 2U× InvΓ(α1 = 1.5 ; β = 0.6),

with U uniform on [0, 1]. From Breiman’s Lemma, the radius distribution is heavy-tailed
with tail index α1.
The detailed expression of the conditional angular distribution Θ1 | R1 = r is given by

Θ1 | R1 = r ∼ Diri (α1(r), α1(r), α2(r), α2(r), α2(r)) , (24)

where α1(r) = 3 (2−min(1, 1/2r)), α2(r) = 3 (1 +min(1, 1/2r)), and Diri stands for
Dirichlet distribution (see Appendix C).
Figure 9 gives the empirical pdf of R1 based on 1000 samples.

A.2 Danube River Network Discharge Measurements

The upper Danube basin is an European river network which drainage basin covers a large
part of Austria, Switzerland and of the south of Germany. Figure 10 shows the topography
of the Danube basin as well as the locations of the 31 stations at which daily measurements
of river discharge are available for a 50 years time window. Danube river network data set
is available from the Bavarian Environmental Agency at http://www.gkd.bayern.de. As
river discharges usually exhibit heavy-tailed distribution, this data set have been extensively
studied in the community of multivariate extremes (see, e.g. Mhalla et al., 2020; Asadi et al.,
2015). We consider measurements from a subset of 5 stations (red triangles in Figure 10)
from which we want to sample.

Appendix B. Additional Notions

We give in this appendix further explanations on some notions discussed in this article, and
sometimes necessary for the development of the proofs (Appendix G).

B.1 Lipschitz Continuity

Definition 16 Let (E, dE) and (F, dF) be two metric spaces with dE and dF the respective
metric on sets E and F. A function f : E → F is called Lipschitz continuous if there exists
a real constant k ⩾ 0 such that, for all x1 and x2 in E,

dF (f (x1) , f (x2)) ⩽ kdE (x1, x2) . (25)
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Figure 9: Empirical densities of synthesized radii R1 based on 1000 samples.
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Figure 10: Topographic map of the upper Danube basin with 31 available gauging stations.
A data set of 50 years of daily measurements is considered (from 1960 to 2010).
our training set consists of all measurements for the 5 stations indicated by red
triangles
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Remark 17 If E and F are normed vector spaces with respective norm ∥.∥E and ∥.∥F, then
f Lipschitz continuous implies that there exists k > 0 such that

dF (f(x), f (0E)) ⩽ kdE (x,0E) .

Consequently, ∥f(x)∥F ⩽ k∥x∥E + ∥f(0E)∥F.

B.2 Weak Convergence of Measures

Definition 18 Let E be a metric space and (µn)n∈N be a sequence of measures, then µn
converges weakly to a measure µ as n → ∞, if, for any f : E −→ R real-valued bounded
function,

lim
n→∞

∫
E
fdµn =

∫
E
fdµ.

B.3 Equivalent definition of multivariate regular variation

The following definition of multivariate regularly varying vector is equivalent to Definition
4.

Definition 19 A random vector X has multivariate regular variation if there exists a func-
tion b→ ∞ and a Radon measure µX called the limit measure such that

lim
t→∞

tP

(
X

b(t)
∈ •
)

v−→ µX(•). (26)

Remark 20 The angular measure SX defined in Equation (6) is related to the limit mea-
sure, for any measurable space of the simplex A, and any measurable space I of R∗

+, by

µX ◦ T−1(I,A) = να(I)× SX(A),

where T is the polar transform define for any vector x by T (x) =
(
∥x∥ , x

∥x∥

)
, and να a

measure on R∗
+ such that να([t,∞]) = ct−α, with c and α strictly positive constants.

The angular measure can be considered as the limit measure projected on the simplex.

Appendix C. Dirichlet Parameterization of the Likelihood

We start by giving a definition of the Dirichlet distribution.

Definition 21 Let (ai)
m
i=1 be strictly positive constants and m ≥ 2. A Dirichlet distribution

with parameters (ai)
m
i=1 has a pdf defined by

fDiri(x ; (ai)
m
i=1) =

1

B ((ai)mi=1)

m∏
i=1

xai−1
i ,

with x ∈ Rm s.t
m∑
i=1

xi = 1,

where B is the multivariate beta distribution.
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In particular, it means that the support of a Dirichlet distribution with parameters (ai)
m
i=1

is the (m− 1)-dimensional simplex.
To use a Dirichlet parametrization of the likelihood, we change Equation (19) into

pν(s | zang, r) ∼ fDiri(s ; aν(zang, r)),

where aν outputs in (R+))
m
.

Notice that Condition 14 must be modified, resulting in the following Condition.

Condition 22 aν is such that there exists a z-varying function a∞ which verifies for each
zang

lim
r→+∞

aν(zang, r) = a∞(zang).

Again, aν(zang, r) = hν(zang,
1

1+r ), with hν Lipschitz continuous and a∞(zang) = hν(zang, 0).
Similar to Remark 15, it is then simple to sample from the angular measure.

Appendix D. Tail Index Estimation

Estimating the tail index of an univariate distribution from samples is not an easy task.
To see this, we drew the Hill plot (see e.g Resnick, 2007, Section 4.4), (Xie, 2017, Section
2.2) for R1 in Figure 11. The Hill plot is a common tool in the extreme value community
for estimating the tail index of a distribution. If the graph is approximately constant from
a certain order statistics, this constant is an estimator of the inverse of the tail index.
We note that the Hill plot is of little use in this case because the graph does not exhibit
clearly a plateau. Other methods are also broadly used to estimate the tail index within
the extreme value community such as maximum likelihood estimation. It involves fitting
a GP distribution (Equation 4) to the subset of data above a certain threshold (see Coles
et al., 2001, for details). For example, on train data set of R1, the maximum likelihood
estimation gives an estimation of 1.28 for the tail index when the threshold corresponds to
a 0.8-quantile while it becomes 1.67 for a 0.9-quantile.

Appendix E. Criteria

In this section, we present detailed explanations of the different criteria we use to evaluate
the approaches compared in the experiments (Section 6). They aim to compare the radius
distributions (E.1), in particular for the tail, the overall distributions in the multivariate
space (E.2), and to provide useful statistics on the angular distributions (E.3).

E.1 KL Divergence upon Threshold

Let us assume that we have n samples Rtrue = (R1
true, R

2
true, ..., R

n
true) from the true radius

distribution and m samples Rgen = (R1
gen, R

2
gen, ..., R

m
gen) from a generative approach. Let

denote ˜̄Ftrue,
˜̄Fgen empirical estimators of the tail functions chosen to be non-zero above the

upper observed value. Then the empirical estimate K̂u(Rtrue,Rgen) of the KL divergence
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Figure 11: Hill plot for the 1000 R1 samples of train and validation set (blue curve), the
dashed line indicates the true value of the tail index, i.e. 1.5.
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beyond a threshold u is given by

K̂u(Rtrue,Rgen) = −1− 1
Nn

∑m
i=1 log

(
˜̄Fgen(max(Ri

gen,u))
˜̄Fgen(u)

)
−1− 1

Mm

∑n
i=1 log

(
˜̄Ftrue(max(Ri

true,u))
˜̄Ftrue(u)

)
, (27)

where Nn and Mm are the number of samples above threshold u respectively among Rtrue

and Rgen.

E.2 Wasserstein Distance

Assume we have n samplesX = (x1,x2, ...,xn) from a random vectorX andm samplesY =
(y1,y2, ...,yn) from another random vector with same dimension. Then, the Wasserstein
distance we used is defined by

W (X,Y) =

 min
γ∈Rn×m

+

∑
i,j

γi,j∥xi − yj∥2

 1
2

, (28)

with nγ1 = 1 ; mγT1 = 1,

with 1 a vector filled with ones, and ∥.∥2 the euclidean distance. The rescaled version of
the Wasserstein distance beyond a threshold r is then given by

Wr(X,Y) =
W (Xr,Yr)

r2
, (29)

where Xr (respectively Yr) consists of the elements of X (respectively Y) of norm greater
than r.

E.3 Threshold selection

Let us considerX a random vector of Rd with a polar decomposition (R,Θ). (X1,X2, · · · ,XN)
a sequence of observed vector ofX, with corresponding polar coordinatesRi andΘi. Given a
decreasing sequence of candidate radius threshold rk, we want to find the smallest such as R
and Θ can be considered independent. To assess independence between radius and angular
distributions, Wan and Davis (2019) relies on the following hypothesis testing framework:

• H0: R/rk and Θ are independent given R > rk,

• H1: R/rk and Θ are not independent given R > rk.

Considering this, the authors propose a p-value for computing H0 with respect to H1, such
that the p-value follows a uniform distribution if H0 is true and is close to 0 when H1 is
true. Thus, for a given threshold, when we average the p-values, we should find about 0.5
if H0 is true and closer to 0 when H1 is true.
To compute the p-values, the authors rely on the notion of empirical distance covariance
(Székely et al., 2007).
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Definition 23 The emprical covariance between N observations {Xi}Ni=1 of a random vec-
tor X and N observations {Yi}Ni=1 of a random vector Y is given by

TN (X,Y) =
1

N2

N∑
i,j=1

∥Xi −Xj∥2∥Yi −Yj∥2 +
1

N4

N∑
i,j,k,l=1

∥Xi −Xj∥2∥Yk −Yl∥2

− 2

N3

N∑
i,j,k=1

∥Xi −Xj∥2∥Yi −Yk∥2,

with ∥.∥2 the euclidean distance. Notice that X and Y have not necessarily equal sizes.

For a fixed threshold rk, we consider the data sets

(Rdep,Θdep) = {(Ri,Θi s.t. Ri > rk},
Rindep = {Ri s.t. Ri > rk},
Θindep = {Θi s.t. Ri > rk}.

We randomly choose a subsample of (Rdep,Θdep) of size nk we denote (Rnk
dep,Θ

nk
dep). We can

then compute Tnk
= Tnk

(Rnk
dep,Θ

nk
dep), which is the empirical covariance between the radii

and angles within the subsample.
To compute a p-value of Tn,k under the assumption that the conditional empirical distri-
bution is a product of the conditional marginals, we take a large number L of subsam-
ples of size nk of Rindep on the one hand, and of Θindep on the other hand, respectively

denoted Rnk,l
indep and Θnk,l

indep for 1 ≤ l ≤ L. We can compute the empirical covariances

{T̃ l
n,k}Ll=1 = Tnk

(Rnk,l
indep,Θ

nk,l
indep) between radii and angles.

The p-value pvk of Tn,k is the empirical value of Tn,k relative the {T̃ l
n,k}Ll=1, i.e.

pvk =
1

L

L∑
i=1

1R+(Tnk
− T̃ l

n,k),

with 1R+ the indicator function of the set of positive real numbers.
This process is repeated m times, with different subsamples of (Rdep,Θdep) leading to m
estimates of pvk. The considered p-value is then the mean of these estimates. If the radius
and angular distribution are independent, the p-value should be around 0.5, otherwise it is
closer to 0.

Appendix F. Implicit Reparameterization

When it comes to optimization of the cost of Equation (2), explicit reparameterization (see
Equation 3) is not feasible for the proposed framework introduced in Section 4.2. Leveraging
the work of Figurnov et al. (2018), we use an implicit reparameterization. It consists in
differentiating the Monte Carlo estimator of Eqϕ(Z|r(i))[f(Z)] using

∇ϕEqϕ(Z|r(i))[f(Z)] = −Eqϕ(Z|r(i))[∇zf(z)∇ϕFqϕ(z)(∇zFqϕ(z))
−1],
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with Fqϕ the cumulative distribution function of qϕ. An implicit reparameterization of
Gamma distribution, as well as inverse Gamma and many others, is availalble as a Tensor-
flow package named TensorflowProbability.3

Appendix G. Proofs

G.1 Proof of Proposition 6

Proof In a standard parameterization, we have

Z ∼ N (0, In),

X | [Z = z] ∼ N
(
µθ(z), σθ(z)

2
)
,

according to Example 1.
The survival function of X is

P (X > u) =

∫
z
P (X > u | Z = z)p(z)dz

=

∫
z

1

(2π)
n
2

(∫ +∞

u

1√
2σθ(z)2

exp

(
−(x− µθ(z))

2

σθ(z)2

)
dx

)
exp(−zTz)dz

=

∫
z

1

(2π)
n
2

erfc

(
u− µθ(z)

σθ(z)

)
exp(−zTz)dz,

where erfc is the complementary error function defined for y ∈ R by erfc(y) = 1 − erf(y)
with

erf(y) =
2√
π

∫ y

0
e−t2dt.

Let Ω(u) = {z ∈ Rn s.t. u− µθ(z) > 0). We can write the survival function of X this way:

P (X > u) =

∫
z∈Ω(u)

1

(2π)
n
2

erfc

(
u− µθ(z)

σθ(z)

)
exp(−zTz)dz

+

∫
z∈Ω(u)

1

(2π)
n
2

erfc

(
u− µθ(z)

σθ(z)

)
exp(−zTz)dz,

= f1(u) + f2(u).

We provide upper bounds for f1 and f2. Notice first that f2(u) ≤ P (z ∈ Ω(u)). As µθ is
Lipschitz continuous, there exists constants k > 0 and b ∈ R such that µθ(z) ≤ k∥z∥ + b
(see Remark 17).

3. Details could be found at https://www.tensorflow.org/probability
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It implies that, for u > b,

f2(u) ≤ P

(
∥z∥ ≥ u− b

k

)
≤ 1

2
erfc

(
u− b

k

)
≤ exp

(
−
(
u− b

k

)2
)
. (30)

where we have used the inequality (Chiani et al., 2003)

erfc(y) ≤ e−y2 , for y > 0. (31)

Equation (30) is the upper bound of f2 we will use.
Concerning f1, we use again inequality (31) to provide

f1(u) ⩽
∫
z∈Ω(u)

exp

(
−
(
u− µθ(z)

σθ(z)

)2
)
p(z)dz.

As σθ is Lipschitz continuous, there exists constants k′ > 0 and b′ ∈ R such that σθ(z) ≤
k′∥z∥+ b′. Then, we can state that

f1(u) ⩽
∫
z∈Ω(u)

exp

(
−
(
u− µθ(z)

k′∥z∥+ b′

)2
)
p(z).

For any a > 0, we define the function

gu(z) = ua exp

(
−
(
u− µθ(z)

k′∥z∥+ b

)2
)
.

The following holds:
lim

u→+∞
gu(z) = 0.

Additionally, gu(z) is maximal with respect to u when u = u∗(z) with

u∗(z) =
µθ(z)±

√
µθ(z)2 + 2a (k′∥z∥+ b′)2)

2
.

Then, there exists k′′ > 0 and b′′ ∈ R such that

|gu(z)p(z)| ⩽ |u∗(z)p(z)| ⩽
(
k′′∥z∥+ b′′

)
p(z).

By dominated convergence theorem, we can state that

lim
u→+∞

uaf1(u) = 0. (32)

From Equations (30) and (32), and consideration of Remark 2, we can conclude that X is
light-tailed.
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G.2 Proof of Proposition 8

Proof In this proof we will extensively use the limit measure of multivariate regularly vary-
ing vector as defined in Definition 19. Remind from Remark 20 that the angular measure
defined in Equation (6) is nothing else than the limit measure projected on the simplex.
Consequently, proving that the angular measure is concentrated on some vectors of the
simplex equates to prove that the limit measure is concentrated on some axes.
The proof proceeds by a series of step. First, we note that the prior Z has a limit measure
located on the basis axes. Then, we prove that the limit measure of some transformations
of a random vector with limit measure concentrated on some axes, have still limit measure
concentrated on axes. The studied transformations are: multiplication by a matrix, addition
of a bias, mapping with a ReLU unit. By applying iteratively this steps, we prove that X
has a limit measure concentrated on axes, or equivalently an angular measure concentrated
on vectors, for any ReLU neural network f . Additionally, it appears that the number of
axes (or vectors) is less than the dimension n of the input space.

First the limit measure µZ of Z is concentrated on the basis axes. To be more explicit,

µZ (Rn\ ∪n
i=1 {tei, t > 0}) = 0

with, for i = 1, · · · , n ei = (0, · · · , 1, · · · , 0).
A proof is given in Resnick (2007), Section 6.5. This proof exploits the fact that the
marginals of Z are i.i.d.

The following lemmas give, for some operations on a multivariate vector, the resulting
transformation of its limit measure.

Lemma 24 If the d-dimensional random vector Y has multivariate regular variation with
limit measure concentrated on some axes, and W is a d×n matrix, then (WY)+ has regular
variation and its limit measure is concentrated on some axes.

Proof In this proof, we define, for any Borel set A, the inverse set in the non-negative
orthant W−1(A) = {x ∈ (R+)n, Wx ∈ A}.

lim
t→∞

tP

(
(WY)+
b(t)

∈ •
)

= lim
t→∞

tP

(
Y

b(t)
∈ W−1(•)

)
= µY ◦W−1(•)
= µWY(•).

(WY)+ has regular variation.

Moreover if the limit measure of Y is concentrated on n′ ≤ n axes
⋃n′

i=1{tvi, t > 0}, then
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for any measurable space A,

µWY(A) ̸= 0 =⇒ µY ◦W−1(A) ̸= 0

=⇒ W−1(A) ∩

(
n′⋃
i=1

{tvi, t > 0}

)
̸= ∅

=⇒ A ∩

(
n′⋃
i=1

{tWvi, t > 0}

)
̸= ∅.

Consequently, the limit measure of WY is concentrated on
⋃n′

i=1{t(Wvi)+, t > 0}. Notice
that the limit measure of WY is then concentrated on a number of axes less or equal to n′.

Lemma 25 If the d-dimensional random vector Y has multivariate regular variation with
limit measure concentrated on axes, and b is a m-dimensional vector, then (Y + b)+ has
multivariate regular variation and its limit measure is concentrated on axes.

Proof

lim
t→∞

tP

(
(Y + b)+

b(t)
∈ •
)

= lim
t→∞

tP

(
Y

b(t)
∈ •
)

v−→ µY(•).

From Lemma 24 and Lemma 25 we get that for any random vector with multivariate reg-
ular variation and limit measure concentrated on some axes, any matrix W and bias b,
(WY + b)+ has multivariate regular variation with limit measure concentrated on some
axes. This transformation corresponds to a layer of a ReLU neural network. Applying
iteratively this transformation to the input random vector Z, we obtain that X = f(Z)
has multivariate regular variation with limit measure concentrated on axes, or equivalently
angular measure concentrated on some vectors of the simplex. Additionally, the number of
axes (or vectors) is less than n.

G.3 Proof of Proposition 11

Proof Let us consider A an exponential distribution with scale parameter c and Zrad an
inverse-gamma distribution with parameters (α, β). The cumulative distribution function
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of R is given by

P (R ≤ t) =

∫ +∞

0
P (A ≤ z)× t

z2
fInvΓ

(
t

z
; α, β

)
dz,

= 1− βα

tαΓ(α)

∫ +∞

0
zα−1e−

z
c e−

βz
t ,

= 1− βα

tα

(
1

c
+
β

t

)−α

,

= 1−
(
1 +

t

βc

)−α

,

= 1− H̄σ,ξ(t),

with σ = βc
α and ξ = 1

α . Consequently, R follows a generalized Pareto distribution. Notice

that we use the change of variable u = z
(
1
c +

β
t

)
from the second to the third line of the

above equations.

G.4 Proof of Proposition 13

Proof Let α1, α2, β1 and β2 strictly positive constants. The following holds.

DKL (fInvΓ(z;α1, β1) |InvΓ (z;α2, β2)) = Ez∼InvΓ(α1,β1)

[
log

(
fInvΓ(z;α1, β1)

fInvΓ(z;α2, β2)

)]
= Ey∼Γ(α1,β1)

[
log

(
fInvΓ(

1
y ;α1, β1)

fInvΓ(
1
y ;α2, β2)

)]

= Ey∼Γ(α1,β1)

[
log

(
fΓ(y;α1, β1)

fΓ(y;α2, β2)

)]
= DKL (fΓ(z;α1, β1) |InvΓ (z;α2, β2)) . (33)

Equation (18) holds from Equation (33) and the following result (Penny et al., 2006):

DKL (fΓ(z;α1, β1) |Γ (z;α2, β2)) = (α1 − α2)ψ(α1)− log
Γ(α1)

Γ(α2)

+α log
β1
β2

+ α1
β2 − β1
β1

.
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G.5 Proof of Proposition 12

Proof The pdf of R is given by

p(r) =

∫ +∞

0
pθ(r | zrad)pα(zrad)dzrad,

=

∫ +∞

0
f(r, zrad)dzrad,

with

f(r, zrad) = fΓ (r ; αθ(zrad), βθ(zrad)) fInvΓ(zrad ; α, 1),

=
raθ−1

Γ(α)Γ(aθ)
z
−(α+1)
rad βθ(z)

aθe−rβθ(z)− 1
z .

From Equations (12) and (13), we can state the existence of m and M two strictly positive
constants such that, for any z,

m

z
≤ βθ(z) ≤

M

z
.

Consequently,
f1(r, zrad) ≤ f(r, zrad) ≤ f2(r, zrad)

with

f1(r, zrad) =
raθ−1

Γ(α)Γ(aθ)
z
−(aθ+α+1)
rad maθe

−r M
zrad

− 1
z ,

f2(r, zrad) =
raθ−1

Γ(α)Γ(aθ)
z
−(aθ+α+1)
rad Maθe

−r m
zrad

− 1
z .

We can obtain analytical expressions of
∫ +∞
0 f1(r, zrad)dzrad and

∫ +∞
0 f2(r, zrad)dzrad,∫ +∞

0
f1(r, zrad)dzrad =

raθ−1maθ

Γ(α)Γ(aθ)

∫ +∞

0
z
−(aθ+α+1)
rad e

−r M
zrad

− 1
zrad dzrad,

=
raθ−1maθ

Γ(α)Γ(aθ)
Γ(aθ + α)(1 + rM)−aθ−α,

where we used the change of variables u = 1+rM
zrad

. Using same arguments, we also obtain∫ +∞

0
f2(r, zrad)dzrad =

raθ−1Maθ

Γ(α)Γ(aθ)
Γ(aθ + α)(1 + rm)−aθ−α.

We have the asymptotic results when r → ∞,∫ +∞

0
f1(r, zrad)dzrad ∝ r−α−1,∫ +∞

0
f2(r, zrad)dzrad ∝ r−α−1.
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Consequently, rα+1p(r) is bounded away from 0 when r → ∞. Thus, rα+1P (R > r) is also
bounded away from 0 when r → ∞. The only possible value of the tail index of regular
variation of the survival function of R is α.
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